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Abstract. A criterion for testing whether a given monotone boolean function $ is planar monotone 
computable from the sequence of iriputs x1, x2, . . . . x, is developed in conjunction with an 
algorithm which (in principle) can construct a planar monotone circuit forf whenever one exists. 
Both the algorithm and the criterion require precomputation of the prime impiicants and clauses 
OfJ: 
As an application of the theory, it is shown that monotone boolean functions whose prime 
implicants and clauses contain configurations of a particular type cannot be computed by planar 
monotone circuits. Moreover, a monotone boolean function of n inputs which is computable by 
a planar monotone circuit can be computed by a planar monotone circuit with in4+0(n3) gates. 
All monotone boolean functions on four (or fewer) inputs are shown to be planar monotone 
computable. 
Introduction 
In a recent paper [4], McCall has shown that the class of monotone boolean 
functions of n arguments x1, x2, . . . , x,, which can be realised by planar monotone 
circuits from the left-right sequence of inputs x1, x2, . . . , x, includes the threshold 
functions T,” for n 3 2, but excludes TT for n 2 5. The remarkable nature of McCall’s 
planar monotone circuit for TT, and the sufficient conditions for functions to be 
nonplanar computable which he derives prompt the question: when can a given 
monotone boolean function f(x, , x2,. . . , x,) be realised by a planar circuit from 
the sequence of inputs (xi)? 
In this paper, an algorithm for deciding this question is outlined. Since the 
algorithm depends upon precomputation of the prime clauses and prime implicants 
of X it is practical only for small values of n, but in principle, on input J it will 
either construct a planar monotone circuit for f, or show that planar monotone 
realisation off is impossible, If a yes/no answer is all that is required, a simple 
criterion can be applied directly to the prime implicants and prime clauses. 
.As easy consequences of the results required to justify the algorithm, it can be 
seen that all monotone boolean functions with at most four arguments are realisable 
by a planar monotone circuit, and that (predictably) a boolean monotone function 
can be computable with respect o one ordering of inputs but not to another. 
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dejinitions and notation 
nition of a planar monotone circ 
!I notations used is given below; for 
onotone boolean functions of x, , x2, . 
lattice freely generated by xi, x2 F . . . , x,, 
ote the set of pri 
L(n), the notation 
1s 2 g}. A necessary and s g to be replaceable by h 
f via a monotone circuit (see [3], also [ 1,2]) is that 
1; this relation is denoted by h cf g. 
Asequencey,~~,..., yN of monotone boolean functions (denoted (yj)) will be 
called afkinge if the left-ro-right sequence of functions yl, y,, . . . , y, can be realised 
from the left-to-right sequence of inputs x, , x2, . . . , x, by means of a planar 
otone boolean function of the inputs x1 ) x2, e . . 9 x,. The function 
onotone computable from the fringe (yi) if there is a planar monotone 
computes f from the left-to-right sequence yl , y,, . . . , yN of inputs; 
iijge. The function yj in the f-fringe (vi) is redundant (relative to 
y1 ,...) Yj_17Yj+l,ea.,Y~ is an f-fringe. 
Suppose that f is planar monotone computable from x,, x2,. . . , x,, and that r 
otone circuit for jI rovided that the value off depends upon 3 or 
he is a gate g in r t depth at least 2, and hence a gate at depth 2. 
right symmetry, there are essentially two forms which the circuit defining 
ake; these forms (Cases 1 and 2) a shown in Fig. 1. In the diagrams, 
and B denote single gates, and denotes an input to the gate g 
Fig. 1 
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In Case 1, f is then planar monotony corn 
Xl, x2, . . .5 X-_= xj-~,xWy,xj+l,... Y Y’ a.9 where y =Xj and 0 is A Or V. 
In Case 2, f is lanar monotone corn 
where y 3 Xj and o is A or V. 
Thus, if f is planar monotone computable from x,, x2,. . . , x,, there is a se 
of ,F-fringe; 
Fan, F,, . . . , F,=(f) 
such that Fk+, is constructed from Fk = (yJ in one of three ways: either by replacing 
yj by yi E yjwyi,,-performing an ‘o-dio ’ at yj, or by replaci 
yR s yjWJ’~+~-pfXf~OTlhg am ‘~+triOp’ at ,V’, Ot by removing a 
from Fk. 
In characterising planar monotone computable functions, it will be conve 
to observe that a diop can be simulated by a triop followed by the eliminati 
a redundant gate. Thus (without loss of generality), every planar monotone circuit 
can be conceived as defined by a sequence of fringes, each of which is derived from 
its predecessor either by performing a triop or by deleti a redundant gate. A 
planar circuit for f const, o vm-cted in this fashion will be call a fringed circuit for .f 
In this section, it is shown 
fringed circuit for f must be 
t (yi) is 
Ayj,YR~YjAYj+I,Yj+I~~.*~ 
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. Assume (1). Since 
-[YL V Yp] = 9,.[ Vj A (Yj-1 V ,V,+,)] = 
I 
and 
it fOllOWS that YL V J’R cj.Yj* ence, a planar circuit computing f fro 
adapted to compute f from 
Yl ¶**o,Yj-l,.YL,YR,Yj+!, . . . , YN* 
Conversely, suppose that 
YI,***, J’j-19 .VL,YR,_Y~+I,**=,YN 
is an f-fringe, and let r be a fringed circuit in which (yi) and 
J’l 9 . . .Yj-l.yL,YR,Yjtl,**", yN are consecutive fringes. 
ose that p E F,, and that V IS the subset of variables in xl, x2, . . . , x,, which 
appear in p. Referencing a gate in r by the function of the inputs which it computes, 
a gate g is defined to be a p-gate if p G g. It then suffices to show that yj+l or Yj-1 
is a p-gate. 
Consider the d&aph f&+ whose nodes are the p-gates of I’, in which there is a 
directed Gdge from h to g if g is an input for h, and a bidirected edge if g and h 
zates o*” some fringe of K 
et y, ;1qd ys be p-gates on a fringe of r”, and suppose that there are directed 
paths in I& from yr and ys to a common p-gate z. All gates , If the fringe, where 
r s t s s, are then also p-gates. To prove this, observe that a gate is a p-gate iff it 
evaluates to 1 under the assignment v to inputs in which precisely the inputs in V 
are 1. Since all gates on the connecting paths from y, and ys to z are 1 under the 
assignment v, so also are all intermediate gates y,, as (by planarity) they are monotone 
boolean functions of the gates on the connecting paths. 
ow Eet C_ V be the set of inputs which can be reached by tracing a directed 
path from Yj in & Certainly, W is nonempty since at least one of the inputs to a 
p-gate is necessarily a p-gate. Let w be the assignment to inputs in which precisely 
are 1. Since f is 0 under w and 1 under v, there is a gate on the 
so 0 under w and 1 under v. Any such gate y, must be a p-gate, 
e connected to an input in W by a path in H,.. If t can be 
j, then t s j - 1 s j or j 5 j + 1 s t and yj_1 or yj+l is a p-gate. 
Otherwise, all gates ot same evaluation under v and w. Since 
,yj-lvYLvYR,yj+ ge, it follows that yL or yR has different 
ations under v an _l or yj+l is I under v, and one or the 
ave the following result. 
ate. Cl 
iate 
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or may not be an f- fringe) is f-admissible if these necessary precon 
decessor by an admissible operation. 
If (yJ is a fsinge and p E en _vr, Y?.+~ , e l l , y.% is a -component of (yJ if 
Yr9 Yr+19 * 0 l 9 y, are p-gates, but neither yr_l nor ys+, is a p-gate. 
q-components of (vi) are defined dually. 
Suppose that F,, . . . , F;( is an S-admissible sequence of fringes. Such a sequence 
can be viewed as a planar circuit A whose inputs are the functions in F,, 
outputs are those in Fk. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, there is a di 
nodes are the p-gates in A, with a. directed edge from g to h if h 
for g, and a bidirected edge from g to & if g and h are adjacent on a fringe in A. 
The p-component A of F. is said to be represented by the p-component 
there is a directed path (possibly empty) in l&, from a gate in A to a gate 
proof of Theorem 2.1 then shows that each p-component of Fb is represented by 
exactly one p-component of Fk. Indeed, the fact that Fi+ I is derived from Fi by an 
admissible operation is precisely the condition needed to guarantee that all the p- 
and q-components of Fi are represented on Fi+l . 
The concepts of ‘p- and q-components of a fringe’ and ‘representation of com- 
ponents of one fringe by components on another’ are very helpful in analysing the 
geometry of fringed circuits. As explained above, if the fringe FfC is derived from 
F. by a sequence of f-admissible operations, each p- and q-component of F. is 
unambiguously represented in Fk. This makes it possible to refer to regions on a 
fringe through specifying components, and to correlate regions on distinct fringes. 
ar otone co 
The algorithm fur planar monotone computability devel 
based upon the geometrical relationship between p- and q-c 
certain configurations of p- and q-components in a fring 
throughout an f-admissible sequence 
that it does not contain such a config 
p-gates on the frin 
p-components to 
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. Suppose that (for all q in Q) thp adjacent p-cornp 
frirtge FO are separated by no q-component. There is an f-admiss 
F 03*.*¶ Fk such that A and B are represented by the same p-co 
et y,, and yc be gates in A and 
s between y,, and yV on the fringe 
er the effect of building a truncated v-pyramid on yU, Y~+~, . . . , y,; that 
amid from which t 
of such a pyramid can be achieved by performing a sequence of triops, and leads 
to a fringe for f in which A and B are represented by the same component, provided 
that at no stage does an intermediate fringe develop a triple of consecutive gates X, 
y, z within the pyramid such that, for some q c QJ, 
qay but qpx and q8z. 
It is easy to see that the development of such a fringe is possible only if y represents 
a q-component separating A and B in Fo. q 
To understand the significance of being able to simplify the structure of the p- 
and q-components as described in Lemma 3.1, the functional implications of 
performing operations on fringes ust be examined; when a fringe is altered by 
performing a triop or removing a redundant gate, the algebraic context of the 
co utation is affected by the change of variables. 
In effect, the following lemma describes the functional relationship between 
f=f(x-,, X*, . . . , x,) and an arbitrary set of monotone boolean functions 
Yl,Y2,-9 yN in terms of the computational equivalence classes modulo f of the 
yi’s. It show s in particular that if (yi) is an f-fringe, then the set of functions C#I in 
that +(y,, y,, . . . , yN) =f(x,, x2,. . . ,x,,) is an interval in FDL( N). 
L(n). If y,,y2,.. .,yNEFDL(n), and 4(e19e29**-,eN)E 
expressi k as a function of y, , y2, . . . , yN iff, given ( p, (3) in 
9 ere is Q yi such that p 6 yi G q. 
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emmas 3.1 and 3.2 in conjunction in ow a fringe circuit for f may 
times be constructed by generating fringes in which the geometry of the p- aq 
mponents becomes progressively simpler. For instance-observing that an f- 
issible operation on a fringe cannot increase the number of p- or q-components- 
y be possible to apply the technique of amalgamating components described 
in the proof of Lemma 3.1 repeatedly until (in some fringe (vi)) there is exactly one 
p-component for each p in Q. By Lemma 3.2, it will then be sufficient o construct 
a planar circuit to realise the function m(e, , e2, . . . , e,,, ) as specified in Lemma 3.2 
from the input sequence e,, e2, . . . , e ,,. An easy lemma shows this to be possible. 
Every functian of the form 
1=1 k = i, 
and i,<i,<- l l G,,, andj,<j,<- l l <j,, is planar monotone computable from (yi>* 
f. Each prime implicant g, of g can be computed by a A-pyramid; these 
mids can then be superimposed to obtain a planar circuit which computes the 
nce of prime implicants g, , g,, . . . , g of gY and (gJ is evidently an$fringe. Cl 
Let and be sets of components of a fringe such that each corn 
is a p-component for some p in P”, and each corn is a q-component for 
he configuration of components d to be persistent if 
contain a pair of adjacent components; 
are closed under adjacent of components; 
f adjacent components in t in d 
vice versa. 
removal of a p-component fro 
adjacent pair of q-co 
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fringe whose constituent functions generate a sublattice of FDL( n) containin 
simple extension of this argument shows that if such a fringe contains at least one 
pair of adjacent comr;?nents, but no adjacent 
3.1, then it contains a persistent configuration of components. 
?ft ) is a persistent conJiguration in FO, and FO 9 
sequence of fringes, then the representatives in Fk of the corn 
satisfy the same relations of adjacency a.rd separation relative to each other- 
It suffices to prove the lemma for k = II. 
, and A2 are adjacent p-components in F o1 then their representatives in FI 
are adjacent provided that they are distinct. Suppose then that A, and A2 in FO 
have the same representative in F1. There must be p-gates a1 and a2 in A, and A2 
separated on FO by a single gate g. There are two prima facie possibilities: F1 is the 
result of performing a v-triop at g, or g is redundant, and FI is the result of removing 
g. By hypothesis, there is a q-component in separating A, and A,; thus g is a 
q-gate, but neither a, nor al is a q-gate. By Th rem 2.1, neither of these operations 
on the fringe FO can then be f-admissible. 
To ensure that separability relations are served, and so complete e proof, it 
s&ices to prove that a p-component A in and q-component B in lvhich are 
disjoint in FO have disjoint rer:esentatives in Ft. This follows by an easy case 
analysis from the fact that neither A nor B can have the same representative in FI 
as an adjacent component. Cl 
Hn combination, the above lemmas justify the following informal algorithm to 
determine whether a given monotone boolean function 6 can be COL +ted by a 
planar circuit from the input sequence x1, x2, . . . , x,: 
F := (xi), 
emise of Lemma 3 is satisfied for the pair of components 
) of the fringe F) 
{construct an f-admissible sequence of fringes F = F,, . . . , Fk (as 
in Lemma 3.1) so that A and B have the same representative in
41 
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contains a persistent configuration, and neithen 
f-fringe} 
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F nor (x,) is an 
The correctness of Algorithm 3.5 depends ULXI Theorem 2.1, which shows 8 
ot a fringe is an f-fringe i variant under f-admissible triop.,---;2ll 
operations on fringes performed in the ile-loop are triops. Termination of the 
iis-loop is guaranteed, as every iteration reduces the total number of components 
of the fringe F. 
It may be seen that on termination either a planar circuit realising f from the 
input sequence x1, x2,. . . , x, has been constructed, er a persistent configuration 
has been encountered. 
Its on phnat mm 
Algorithm 3.5 provides the basis for a practical technique for constructing aplanar 
monotone circuit for a function, or proving that no such circuit exists. Using such 
principles, a computer program has been developed that can construct planar circuits 
for small boolean functions (e.g., Tz), and essentially decides planar computability. 
Figure 2 depicts the circuit generated by this program on the input function 
(This function was suggested as a test example by McCall, who did not know at 
the time that it was planar monotone computable.) 
Further insight into planar monotone computabiltty can be gained by considering 
a simple modification of Algorithm 3.5. This modified algorithm is also a decision 
procedure for planar monotone computability, but develops planar circuits of a 
particularly simple form whose size can be shown to be polynomially bounded. 
The modified form of Algorithm 3.5 is based upon an alternative method of 
amalgamating adjacent components to that described in Lemma 3.1. Explicitly, in 
the context of the proof of Lemma 3.1, the generic circuit fragment of which Fig. 
verified that this leads to the replacement of the segment yu, . . . 9p. cm 
components A and satisfying the premises o 
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.2. ~1‘=(aAcAd)v(aA A6’)V(hAdA~). 
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of gates reqluired in a complete planar circuit constructe 
-input function is in”+ Q( n3). 
A criterion for planar onotone computability whit 
(xi) can also be derived from Algorithm 3.5*. Some 
Ak be a sequence of pair-wise adjacent p-compo 
maximal subject o the condition: for 1 s i < k and for all q in 
rated by no q-component. If y, is the leftmost gate in A, and y, is the rightmost 
in Ak, then yr, Y~+~, . . . , ys defines the p-supercomponent of the fringe spanned 
Ak. For q E Qr, the q-supercomponents of (yi) are defined dually. 
acency of supercomponents, and the concept of ‘a persistent configuration of 
supercomponents’ can be defined in a manner recisely analogous to the correspond- 
ing definitions for components. Consideration of Algorithm 3.5* then leads directly 
to a criterion for planar monotone computability. 
. The monotone boolean function f (x, , x2, .. . , x,,) is computable from 
the left- right sequence of inputs x, , x2, . . . , x,, ifl the input fringe (xi) contairzs no 
persistent conjigura tion of supercomponen ts. 
s a corollary to Theorem 4.1, it may be seen that al! Imonotone boolean functions 
of four or fewer inputs are planar monotone computable; a trivial analysis shows 
that no persistent configuration of supercomponents can be contained in the input 
fringe. 
any aspects of this work merit further research. It would be of interest o know 
what extent he arguments used here can be applied to the case when x1, x2, . . . , x, 
are assumed to satisfy relations: the proof of Theorem 1.1 is one point at which 
cColl’s proof that has 
as “a A c A e” as a prime imphcan?, and whose prime 
‘)’ or “a v b v d” is 
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rime implica~tc., and “fl v v c v e- 
notone computable from the inpu? 
sequence (a, b, c, 6, e, ,f>. 
In connection with persistent con worth noting that, given a set 
P of conjunctions of literals and a set of unctions of literals, the set of 
monotone functions f ( x1, x2, . . . , x, c of is a nonempty 
interval in (n) provided that ea as a literal in common 
with each disjunction in Indeed, in lattice-theoretic terms, P and are sets of 
join- and meet-irreducibles respectively in FDL(n), with the property that p 6 
whenever p E P and q E Q. If 
X = U {qr 1 ql is a meet-irreducible c q} and 
~EQ 
y G $ { p1 1 pl is a join-irreducible > p), 
then (using the notation of [I]) S lies in the interval 
?nvVR~_f~ AA ?, where m=VPand =A@ 
Despite this simplification, the construction of persistent configurations till seems 
to present combinatorial problems. 
We are grateful to W.F. McCall for a number of helpful discussions and examples. 
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